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around one or at most two principal
elements until the recent discovery of
high-entropy alloys (HEAs) in 2004.[2,4–6]
Astonishingly, it took many decades to
develop an alloy based on multi-principal
elements. Before the discovery of HEAs,
the design of alloys with multi-principal
elements was expected to form complex
microstructures based on the understanding of classical physical metallurgy principles.[2,7] Furthermore, intermediate phase/
compounds are widely observed in the
middle of most of the binary phase
diagrams.[8] As a result, the alloy design
has been limited to one or two principal
elements to prevent the formation of
complex microstructure, which may be
difﬁcult to process, analyze, and can
adversely affect the mechanical properties.
In contrast, Yeh et al. and Cantor et al.’s
independent research works on multiprincipal elemental alloys demonstrated
the formation of simple microstructures
with enhanced properties.[4,9–11] This novel
discovery has changed the perception of
alloy design based on multi-principal
elements. Yeh et al. postulated a theory
based on the conﬁgurational entropy for the formation of simple
microstructure rather than the anticipated complex phase and
compounds formation. They proposed that the increase in
conﬁgurational entropy due to an increase in the number of
elements would reduce the free energy of the alloy system, which
in turn would stabilize the solid solution.[4,12–14] Since then,
these multi-principal elemental alloys have been widely referred
to as high-entropy alloys.
However, the hypothesis based solely on the conﬁgurational
entropy for the formation of solid solution has been a debatable
topic in this ﬁeld.[15–22] In several studies, the formation of
compounds and secondary phases have been observed,[15,19,23–25]
which implies that conﬁgurational entropy alone is not sufﬁcient
to suppress the compound formation. Moreover, single phase
HEAs were observed only in a particular compositional range,
and phase separation was observed in most of the HEAs.[21,26–32]
The thermodynamic analysis of multicomponent alloys implies
that enthalpy and non-conﬁgurational entropy play signiﬁcant
roles in phase stability, and the conﬁgurational entropy plays
a primary role only when a single phase is observed.[15]
Moreover, the formation of the random solid solution depends
on various factors such as alloy melting temperature, processing
temperature, interatomic correlations, and the characteristics of

Multi-principal elemental alloys, commonly referred to as high-entropy alloys
(HEAs), are a new class of emerging advanced materials with novel alloy
design concept. Unlike the design of conventional alloys, which is based
on one or at most two principal elements, the design of HEA is based on
multi-principal elements in equal or near-equal atomic ratio. The advent of
HEA has revived the alloy design perception and paved the way to produce
an ample number of compositions with different combinations of promising
properties for a variety of structural applications. Among the properties
possessed by HEAs, sluggish diffusion and strength retention at elevated
temperature have caught wide attention. The need to develop new materials
for high-temperature applications with superior high-temperature properties
over superalloys has been one of the prime concerns of the high-temperature
materials research community. The current article shows that HEAs have
the potential to replace Ni-base superalloys as the next generation hightemperature materials. This review focuses on the phase stability, microstructural stability, and high-temperature mechanical properties of HEAs. This
article will be highly beneficial for materials science and engineering
community whose interest is in the development and understanding of HEAs
for high-temperature applications.

1. Introduction
Alloying is deﬁned as the addition of a minor quantity of one
or more elements to primary metal to achieve promising
changes in mechanical, physical, and chemical properties.[1]
Fascinatingly, the alloying technique that plays a signiﬁcant role
in physical metallurgy process was an accidental discovery.[2]
Bronze, an alloy of Cu and Sn, was the ﬁrst alloy to be discovered
by humankind in 3000 BC.[3] Since the accidental discovery
of bronze, the alloy development strategies have been ﬁxated
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individual elements.[33] Due to the ambiguity over the role of
entropy in solid solution formation, a few research groups have
suggested referring the HEAs as multi-principal element alloys
(MPEAs), baseless alloys, concentrated solid solution alloys
(CSAs), and compositionally complex alloys (CCAs).[6,30,34–40]
Regardless of multiple phases or compound formation, it is
worth mentioning that the signiﬁcant concentration of various
elements is present in the secondary phases/compounds.
Besides, HEAs are established to have four inherent characteristics. (i) entropy effect – stabilizes the solid solution formation;
(ii) lattice distortion effect – signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the
properties; (iii) sluggish diffusion effect – slows down the
diffusion kinetics; (iv) cocktail effect – composite effect on ﬁnal
properties.[2,5,41,42]
Though HEAs are established to have sluggish diffusion
effect, the experimental studies to elucidate the diffusion
kinetics are rather limited.[43–46] Tsai et al.[43] investigated the
interdiffusion coefﬁcients in Cr–Fe–Co–Mn–Ni HEA system
using quasi-binary approach. They concluded that diffusion
coefﬁcients were not sensitive to the composition and the
normalized activation energies in HEAs are higher than those of
reference metals. They ascribed the sluggish diffusion effect
in HEAs to the large lattice potential energy ﬂuctuation between
the lattice sites which leads to the high normalized activation
energy. Kulkarni et al.[44] investigated the interdiffusion in
Cr–Fe–Co–Ni HEA system at 1000  C and concluded that
diffusional interactions should not be ignored while describing
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the diffusion in HEAs. This ﬁnding is contrary to Tsai et al.[43]
investigations where they concluded the single diffusion
parameters are sufﬁcient to explain the diffusion kinetics. Beke
et al.[45] reanalyzed the diffusion coefﬁcients of elements in
CrMnFeCoNi HEA from the experimental data of Tsai et al.[43]
and concluded that sluggish diffusion could be explained based
on the correlation effects rather than high activation energies.
They used the law of corresponding states to reanalyze the
diffusion coefﬁcients and conﬁrmed the sluggish diffusion
effect in HEAs as compared to the reference metals. Dabrowa
et al.[46] used a combinatorial approach to simultaneously
determine the tracer diffusion coefﬁcients in Al–Cr–Fe–Co–Ni
system in the temperature range of 1000–1100  C. They validated
the usage of combinatorial approach using the experimental data
of Tsai et al. and concluded that diffusion coefﬁcients of HEAs
are signiﬁcantly lower than conventional alloys. Vaidya et al. ﬁrst
measured the tracer diffusion of Ni in CrFeCoNi and
CrMnFeCoNi HEAs using radiotracer technique in the
temperature range of 800–1100  C.[47] They reported that
diffusion of Ni in both HEAs follow Arrhenius behavior and
the tracer diffusion in HEAs becomes sluggish only if it is
considered at homologous temperature but not at absolute
temperature. They concluded that the diffusion in HEAs is not
predictably sluggish, and factors such as energy barriers
and frequency factors also contribute to slow diffusion rate in
HEAs, but not solely from the conﬁgurational entropy. Zhang
et al.[40] used a combined approach of experimental and
computational methods to understand the diffusion kinetics
in Al–Cr–Fe–Co–Ni and Cr–Mn-Fe–Co–Ni systems. They
developed the mobility database of the Cr–Mn–Fe–Co–Ni
system and further validated it by experimental data from their
work and literature. They concluded that diffusion of Ni is not
sluggish with increasing the number of components even with
homologous temperature, which conﬂicts Mayur et al. observation.[47] The available literature on the diffusion studies of HEAs
are not conclusive and requires a lot of investigations to elucidate
the diffusion kinetics of HEAs.
Despite the formation of multiple phases and ambiguous
over the role of entropy in the formation of solid solution,
the literature has been ﬂooded with investigations on HEAs
(Figure 1) due to its unique alloy design and enhanced properties
as compared to conventional alloys.
The need for the development of new materials with an
outstanding microstructural stability and resistance to softening
at high temperature for high-temperature applications has been
one of the prime interests of materials scientists. In this regard,
HEAs show a greater potential for many structural applications
especially at extreme temperatures due to their distinctive
properties such as strength retention at elevated temperatures,
excellent thermal stability, age hardening behavior, remarkable
fracture toughness at cryogenic temperature, and better
wear and oxidation resistance.[6,10,37,41,42,48–73] For instance,
the fatigue behavior of Al0.5CrFeCoNiCu HEA shows comparable fatigue endurance limit to ultimate tensile strength ratio with
conventional alloys.[70] The AlCrMnFeNi HEA demonstrates
excellent workability with the rolling extension of 4260%
without any cracking.[41] The refractory HEAs possess remarkably very high yield strength at higher temperatures than
those of conventional superalloys.[74] The CrFeCo1.5Ni1.5Ti and
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Figure 1. Year wise publications in the research area of HEAs (Based on
the Scopus analyze search results for “High Entropy Alloys” as on Sep 12,
2017).

Al0.2CrFeCo1.5Ni1.5Ti HEAs exhibit better wear resistance
than that of conventional wear-resistant steels.[69] The exceptional wear resistance in these two HEAs is attributed to
the outstanding anti-oxidation property and resistance to
thermal softening. The VCrMnFeCoNi HEA exhibits excellent
cryogenic mechanical properties with a yield strength of
1 GPa and elongation up to 46%.[59] The HE nitride ﬁlm of
SiTiVAlCrNb shows remarkable thermal stability by retaining
its nanostructure even after annealing at 1000  C for 5 h.[75]
The Re0.21Ru0.19Rh0.20Re0.21Os0.22Ir0.19 HEA shows remarkable
phase stability under heat treatment up to 1227  C and
compression up to 45 GPa.[76] In addition, a wide range of
multicomponent amorphous alloys based on equiatomic substitution has been investigated.[77–82] In one of the study, the addition
of Nb is reported to increase the thermal stability of amorphous
phase.[81] Zhang et al.[78] investigated the phase formation in
(Ti, Zr, Nb)–(Cu, Ni)–Al equiatomic alloys and demonstrated
a high thermal stability against crystallization with a large
supercooled liquid region of over 125 K. Ma et al.[82] examined
the glass forming ability in Ti–Zr–Hf–Cu–M (M ¼ Fe, Co, Ni)
alloys and reported that multicomponent amorphous alloys have
better glass-forming ability than simpler alloy system.
The vast majority of literature indicates that HEAs have
greater potential for high-temperature applications. In most of
the studies, HEAs are developed with the aim of achieving
a single phase with superior properties and compared with
the conventional alloys based on the individual constituent
elements. However, the studies on exploiting the advantage of
the second phase in enhancing the properties are rather limited.
By proper alloy design strategy, the second phase may provide
the properties required for the high-temperature applications
such as additional strengthening, resistance to grain growth,
and softening at high temperatures, and excellent oxidation
resistance.[83] For instance, Li et al.[84–86] developed a new class
of transformation induced plasticity assisted dual phase
Fe50Mn30Co10Cr10 HEA. The alloy consists of FCC matrix and
laminate HCP phase in the as-homogenized state with the
superior strength-ductility combination. They demonstrated
that compositional homogeneity is an important factor to be
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considered in developing dual phase HEA with the excellent
strength-ductility combination. He et al.[87,88] attempted to
improve the tensile properties of HEAs by precipitation
hardening through careful thermomechanical processing and
microstructure control. They demonstrated the formation of
coherent L12 precipitates in CrFeCoNi HEA by the addition of a
minor amount of Al and Ti. This composite microstructure
resulted in very high yield strength of over 1 GPa with ductility
of 17%. Lu et al.[55] demonstrated a novel combination of
high tensile ductility and fracture strength up to 700  C by an
innovative approach toward the alloy design using eutectic alloy
concept, named as eutectic HEAs. They developed a eutectic-like
microstructure which consists of an alternate layer of soft
FCC and brittle BCC phases in AlCrFeCoNi2 HEA. The alloy
exhibited unusual work hardening behavior (σUTS/σ0.2, YS  16)
as compared to the conventional alloys (3). The very high work
hardening is attributed to the ﬁne lamellar structure with an
alternate layer of soft FCC and hard BCC phase. In a similar line,
Wani et al.[89,90] attempted to enhance the mechanical properties
of AlCoCrFeNi2.1 alloy with duplex structure through thermomechanical processing and demonstrated a very high ultimate
tensile strength of 1.2 GPa with a total elongation of 23%.
He et al.[91] attempted to design eutectic HEAs based on
CoCrFeNiNbx and suggested that CrFeCoNiNb0.5 exhibits a
remarkable combination of fracture strength and ductility, with
compressive fracture strength and ductility of above 2.3 GPa
and 40%, respectively. Shaysultanov et al.[92] fabricated a novel
non-equiatomic Fe36Mn21Cr18Ni15Al10 HEA with BCC/B2 dualphase structure and demonstrated a high compression yield
strength of 990 MPa up to 400  C. Gwalini et al.[93] showed an
excellent combination of mechanical properties (yield strength:
490 MPa, tensile strength: 850 MPa, and ductility: 45%) by
optimizing and coupling the grain boundary strengthening and
precipitation strengthening mechanisms. Zhang et al.[94] developed a new AlTi0.5Cr1.5Fe1.5CoNi HEA with dual-phase BCC
structure and demonstrated an excellent combination of high
yield strength and large plasticity under quasi-static compression. The alloy exhibited high yield strength of 2 GPa with a
plastic strain greater than 30%.
Nanocrystalline (NC) metals are considered to have greater
potential as structural materials at room temperature due to its
unique and superior mechanical properties.[95–98] Despite its
unique properties at room temperature, NC metals lose their
potential at higher temperature due to grain boundary diffusion
and sliding. Moreover, it has been reported that grain
growth occurs at room temperature for few NC metals.[99,100]
Due to their high vulnerability to grain growth at high
temperatures and in some case at room temperature, their
applications are rather limited. However, it is possible to retain
the potential properties of NC materials at higher temperatures
by utilizing the HEA design concept. Zou et al.[101] produced a
stable NC NbMoTaW HEA with columnar grains of 70–100 nm
grain size and demonstrated the retention of high yield strength
of 5 GPa up to 600  C. The NC NbMoTaW HEA exhibited
consistent strain rate sensitivity of 0.005 from room temperature to 600  C. The alloy has very high strength to density
ratios and strength normalized by shear modulus than any
other reported studies on NC metals at the same homologous
temperature. Zhou et al.[53] utilized the concept of reducing the
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grain boundary energy by grain boundary high entropy effects
and developed a thermally stable NC HEA. They demonstrated
remarkable thermal stability in Ni-containing NC HEAs,
which outperformed Ni-based binary NC alloys. The NC
Cr23Fe23Co23Ni25Zr2Nb2Mo2 HEA, synthesized by mechanical
alloying (MA), exhibited stable grain sizes of 13, 36, and
56 nm after annealing at 600, 900, and 1000  C, respectively
(Figure 2). However, signiﬁcant grain growth was observed in
NC CrFeCoNi HEA without any high-entropy grain boundary
complexions. This observation imparts the signiﬁcance of grain
boundary high entropy effect on thermal stability of NC HEAs.
They concluded that both thermodynamics and kinetics effects
contribute to the stabilization of NC HEAs. Praveen et al.[102]
demonstrated an exceptional resistance to grain growth in NC
CrFeCoNi HEA at a high homologous temperature of 0.68 Tm
for a prolonged duration of 600 h. They observed that the average
grain size of CrFeCoNi HEA increased from 120 to 260 nm
after heat treatment at 900  C for 600 h They attributed the
enhanced grain growth resistance to the formation of composite
microstructure, due to the unsolicited contamination during
processing. The recent overview article by Chokshi[103] on hightemperature deformation in ﬁne-grained HEAs discusses the
possible high-temperature deformation mechanisms and also
highlights the deformation mechanism maps in ﬁne-grained
HEAs.
Even though HEAs have the potential to be a hightemperature material, a detailed literature survey on HEAs
indicates that vast majority of the studies are focused on room
temperature properties. Although the high-temperature studies
on HEAs are limited, the available literature on HEAs suggests
that with proper alloy design it is possible to produce thermally
stable HEAs with a potential to replace superalloys shortly.
Suitable HEA design strategies regarding choosing the elements
are vital for different industrial applications. Currently, several
review articles on HEAs[6,37,41,42,62–66,104–107] and two books[5,108]
have been published with the focus on HEAs progress, solid
solution formation rules, and a critical assessment of the
fundamental principles of HEAs. In contrast, the current review
article imparts the outstanding properties of HEAs as a potential
candidate for high-temperature applications and also highlights

Figure 2. Exceptionalresistancetograingrowthin Cr23Fe23Co23Ni25Zr2Nb2Mo2
HEA by utilizing the concept of grain boundary energy reduction.
Reprinted from ref.[53] with permission from Elsevier, 2017.
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the need for a profound research work on the high-temperature
behavior of HEAs. The current article will provide a systematic
knowledge and insight into the available literature on phase
stability, microstructural stability, and high-temperature mechanical properties of HEAs. This article will be highly beneﬁcial
for the materials science community with the focus on the
development and understanding of HEAs for high-temperature
applications.
In the literature, the elements representing the alloys are
arranged based on the atomic number, alphabetic order, and
sometimes in a random order. In the present article, the
elements are written in the order of increasing atomic number to
represent the alloys for better understanding and consistency.

2. Commonly Studied Alloys
In the very initial stage of HEA research ﬁeld, AlxCrFeCoNiCu
HEAs have received wide attention due to its unique properties in
comparison to conventional alloys, especially the strength
retention of Al0.5CrFeCoNiCu HEA till 800  C.[4,27,109–115] The
variation of the compressive yield strength at different temperatures is shown in Figure 3. However, the segregation of Cu was
observed in Cu containing HEAs due to its high enthalpy of mixing
with other elements.[21,27,111,116] Besides, the modiﬁcation of Al
content has led to the signiﬁcant changes in microstructure and
mechanical properties of AlCrFeCoNi HEA.[109,117,118] For example, the alloy forms a single FCC phase when the Al content is less
than a 0.45-mole fraction and single BCC phase when the Al
content is more than a 0.9-mole fraction. Due to Cu segregation
and the inﬂuence of Al on microstructure and mechanical
properties, researchers shifted their focus to AlxCrFeCoNi HEA
system, alloys without Cu.[119–123]
CrMnFeCoNi HEA, also known as Cantor alloy, has been the
alloy of interest of late due to the formation of a single phase with
enhanced mechanical properties, particularly at the cryogenic
temperature.[57,124–131] It is worth mentioning that the recent
studies on CrMnFeCoNi HEA have revealed the formation of

Figure 3. Compressive yield stress as a function of temperature
illustrating the strength retention of Al0.5CoCrFeNiCu HEA up to
800  C [A: Al0.5, B: Al1.0, C: Al2.0]. Reprinted from ref.[4] with permission
from Wiley.
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secondary phase during annealing in the intermediate temperature range.[30,31,132] On the other hand, HEAs made up of refractory
elements have been the topic of interest for high-temperature
applications. Refractory HEAs possess very high strength with
strength retention at elevated temperatures.[74,133–138] Consequently, in the present article, the microstructural evolutions after
heat treatment and mechanical behaviors at high temperatures of
AlxCrFeCoNi HEAs, CrMnFeCoNi HEA, and refractory HEAs are
summarized. Concurrently, the high-temperature properties
of other HEAs and other high-temperature properties such as
high-temperature oxidation and hot corrosion resistance cannot be
overlooked, and are eventually included at the end of this review
article.

3. AlxCrFeCoNi
AlxCrFeCoNi HEAs’ variant shows structural changes from FCC
to BCC with increasing Al content.[27,117,118,139–143] The structure
varies from single FCC phase (Al0–0.3) to mixed FCC and BCC
phase (Al0.5–0.9), and then ﬁnally to single BCC phase (Al0.9–3).
The BCC phase in these alloys is composed of disordered BCC
(A2) and ordered BCC (B2) due to the spinodal decomposition.[27,117,118] Ogura et al.[139] elucidated the effect of Al content
on phase transition using ﬁrst principles electronic structure
calculations. They observed the total energy difference between
FCC and BCC decreases with increasing Al content. They
concluded that the transition from FCC to BCC with increasing
Al content is mainly due to the large energy gain by the DO3
structure with the addition of Al. Also, the calculations indicate
that Cr and Fe tend to stabilize the BCC structure, while Ni and
Co favor the FCC structure.
Like variation in the crystal structure, the microstructure of
the as-cast alloys also varies with Al content.[118,142] The as-cast
microstructure changes from the columnar cellular structure
(Al0–0.3) to columnar dendritic structure (Al0.4–0.6), then to
equiaxed nondendritic grain (Al0.7–0.8), then to equiaxed dendritic
grain (Al0.9–1.5), and ﬁnally to non-equiaxed dendritic grain
structure (Al1.8–2.0).[118] The spinodal decomposition with different
spinodal structure is observed for alloys with Al content above
0.5-mole fraction. The spinodal structure changes from interconnected and modulated phase structure (Al0.5–1.0) to the uniform
dispersion of spherical particles (Al1.2–2.0). Sistla et al.[144] varied the
Al/Ni ratio and fabricated a thin-walled HEA components using
laser-aided direct metal deposition. They reported that the Al/Ni
ratio has a signiﬁcant effect on phase transformation, microstructure, and hardness of AlxCrFeCoNi2–x HEAs. They observed that
the addition of Al causes the simultaneous occurrence of spinodal
decomposition and ordering in this alloy. The alloy with Al: Ni ratio
of 0.7: 1.3 exhibited a good combination of hardness and strength
due to the precipitation of B2 phase. The Al0.1CrFeCoNi HEA,
produced by vacuum levitation melting, exhibited a very high
impact toughness of 371 J at cryogenic temperature.[145] The
impact toughness of this alloy is observed to increase with
decreasing temperature from 294 J at 25  C to 371 J at cryogenic
temperature. The increased activity of nano-twinning during
plastic deformation and the formation of the high density of
smaller dimple at fracture surfaces are attributed for the high
impact toughness.
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Li et al.[146] fabricated Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA ﬁbers with
diameters ranging from 1–3.15 mm by the hot-drawing process
and demonstrated enhanced mechanical properties at cryogenic
temperature as compared to room temperature. The Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA ﬁber with 1 mm diameter exhibited a remarkable
combination of strength and ductility at both room temperature
and cryogenic temperature due to the presence of B2 precipitates
and ﬁne grain size (1207 MPa and 7.8% at room temperature,
1600 MPa and 17.5% at cryogenic temperature). They concluded
that the enhanced properties at cryogenic temperature are
mainly due to the change in deformation mechanism from a
planar slip at room temperature to the deformation induced
nanoscale twinning at cryogenic temperature. The melting point
of AlxCrFeCoNi HEAs shows complex behavior with the
variation of Al. The melting point decreases from 1400  C at
x ¼ 0 to 1350  C at x ¼ 0.7, and then increases to 1400  C at
x ¼ 1.8.[142]

3.1. Microstructural Evolution After Heat Treatment
The high-temperature XRD experiments demonstrate that
the crystal structure of AlxCrFeCoNi HEA system, except for
Al0.9–1.2 alloys, remains stable in the temperature range of
200–1100  C.[142] In Al0.9–Al1.2 HEAs, which has a BCC structure
in the as-cast condition, the formation of FCC phase was
observed above 600  C. In addition to FCC phase, sigma phase
(σ) was also observed in the temperature range of 600–900  C.
The microstructural features of AlxCrFeCoNi HEA remained
unchanged after heat treatment, except for the coarsening
of features size in all alloys and the appearance of acicular
precipitates in Al0.5 HEA. The microstructural evolution after
heat treatment of as-cast alloy at 900 and 1100  C are shown
in Figure 4. Munitz et al.[147] investigated the effect of heat
treatment impact on the microstructure and mechanical
properties of AlCrFeCoNi HEA. The alloy consisted of BCC
and B2 phase in the as-cast condition. They observed that the
BCC phase transforms to σ phase after heat treatment at 850  C
and the σ phase changes back to BCC phase after heat treatment
at 975  C. The formation of FCC phase was also observed after
heat treatment at 850  C and disappeared after heat treatment at
1200  C. The spinodal decomposition was found to occur in both
dendritic and inter-dendritic regions after heat treatment at 1100
and 1200  C. Liu et al.[148] investigated the effect of processing
conditions on the phase stability of AlCrFeCoNi HEA. They
observed that structure changes from BCC and B2 to BCC and
FCC phases in AlCrFeCoNi HEA with and without cold rolling
after heat treatment at 950  C for 4 h.
Butler et al.[149] meticulously coupled the CALPHAD
(Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and Thermochemistry)
based predictions using ThermoCalc and experimental observations to investigate the phase stability of AlxCrFeCoNi HEAs
(x ¼ 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5). The microstructural evolution in
AlxCrFeCoNi (x ¼ 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5) after prolonged exposure
at 700  C for 1000 h and at 1050  C for 520 h followed by water
quenching are summarized in Table 1.[149] In all the cases, the
sample annealed at higher temperature produced coarsened
microstructure, and the B2 phase was enriched in Ni–Al, the
BCC phase was rich in Cr, the FCC phase was Al-deﬁcient, and
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Figure 4. SEM BSE micrographs of as-cast and heat-treated microstructures for AlxCrFeCoNi HEAs with varying Al content. Reprinted from ref.[142] with
permission from Elsevier.

the σ phase was rich in Fe and Cr. The phase predicted by the
model was in good agreement with the experimental observations in Al0.5CrFeCoNi and Al30CrFeCoNi HEAs. However, the
model failed to predict the phases in other alloys accurately. For
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instance, the model did not predict the formation of FCC phase
at 700  C in Al0.75CrFeCoNi HEA. In AlCrFeCoNi HEA,
the model predicted the formation of B2 and sigma phase at
700  C which is signiﬁcantly different from the experimental
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Table 1. The phase formation in AlxCoCrFeNi at different
conditions.[149]
HEA

As-cast

700  C–1000 h

1050  C–520 h

Al0.5CoCrFeNi

B2/BCC þ FCC

B2/BCC þ FCC þ σ

FCC þ B2/BCC

Al0.75CoCrFeNi

B2/BCC þ FCC

B2/BCC þ FCC þ σ

FCC þ B2/BCC

AlCoCrFeNi

B2/BCC

B2/BCC þ FCC þ σ

B2/BCC þ FCC

Al1.5CoCrFeNi

B2/BCC

B2/BCC

B2/BCC

observation, and it failed to predict the formation of FCC phase
at 1050  C. The predicted phase formation using CALPHAD
based thermodynamic modeling was only semi-consistent with
the experimental observations. This indicates an inaccuracy of
the current thermodynamic database and the necessity for the
improvement of the current thermodynamic database.[140]
Zhang et al.[150] studied the phase stability of different
variant of AlCrFeCoNi HEAs by integrating the phase diagram
calculation with the experimental investigations. The discrepancies observed between the predictions and experimental
results are mainly due to the short periods of heat treatments in
the experimental studies. They concluded that the short duration
of annealing/heat treatment is not sufﬁcient for the alloy to form
an equilibrium phase, especially at lower temperatures. For
example, a single FCC phase was observed when the hot
isostatically pressed Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA were heat treated at
700  C for 100 h; however, nano-sized B2 precipitates were seen
in addition to FCC phase when the duration of heat treatment
was increased over 200 h. In another study, the compositiondecomposition in CoCrFeNi alloy occurred when annealed at
750  C for 800 h. However, the composition-decomposition was
observed in shorter duration when the minor content of Al was
added to CrFeCoNi HEA.[151]
The as-cast Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA consists of spherical nanoprecipitates with L12 ordered structure in the FCC matrix.[152]
The morphology of these spherical precipitates changes to
platelets when annealed at 700  C for 72 h, while the both
morphology and structure change to rod-shaped precipitates and
B2 structure, respectively, when annealed at 900  C for 72 h. The
Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA forms a single FCC phase after solutionizing at 1200  C for 30 min followed by water quenching.[153]
Subjecting the solutionized sample to heat treatment at 500  C
for 150 h and 700  C for 50 h resulted in the formation of ﬁne
ordered L12 and coarse B2 precipitates, respectively. The B2
precipitates have a lath-like morphology and exhibit orientation
relationship with the FCC matrix. Remarkably, the addition
of Cu and removal of Co from the alloy have increased the
stability of L12 precipitates in Al0.3CrFeNi2Cu HEA.[153,154]
The precipitates were observed to be stable at both 550 and
700  C, with an increase in precipitate size from 5 nm at 550  C
to 50 nm at 700  C. The B2 precipitates were observed to form
primarily along the grain boundaries during annealing of cold
rolled Al0.3CrFeCoNi at 800–1000  C for 1 h.[155] The presence of
B2 precipitates effectively prevents the grain coarsening during
recrystallization by pinning the grain boundary, resulting in an
ultraﬁne-grained microstructure. The average grain size of the
sample recrystallized at 1000 and 1050  C were 0.7 and 52.8 μm,
respectively. The rapid grain growth during annealing at 1050  C
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is attributed to the dissolution of B2 precipitates above 1000  C.
A similar observation was reported for Al0.5CrMnFeCoNi
HEA.[156] In thermomechanical processed Al0.5CrMnFeCoNi
HEA, the morphology of BCC was primarily globular and
occasionally appeared in the form of large blocks or bands along
the grain boundaries of equiaxed FCC grains.[156] The presence
of BCC phase along the grain boundaries provides a pinning
effect and prevents grain coarsening during heat treatment.
However, the volume fraction of BCC phase decreases with
increasing annealing temperature above 1000  C, resulting in a
signiﬁcant grain growth.
The grain size greatly inﬂuences the annealing-induced phase
transformation of L12 to the B2 structure in Al0.3CrFeCoNi
HEA.[157] In coarse grain (CG) HEA, the formation of B2 phase
was preceded by the formation of L12 phase, while the B2 phase
forms directly without L12 formation in NC HEA.[157] Also,
the formation of B2 phase occurs relatively at a lower
temperature in NC HEA than CG HEA. The difference in
phase transformation and kinetics is attributed to the difference
in elemental diffusivity in CG and NC materials. The formation
of L12 phase requires a short-range elemental diffusion, while
the long-range elemental diffusion is needed for the formation
of B2 phase. Thus, the formation of L12 is kinetically more
favorable than the formation of B2 phase at a lower temperature.
In contrast, the presence of high volume fraction of grain
boundary in NC HEA provides the diffusion pathway even at low
temperature and thereby favor the formation of B2 phase directly
without the formation of any transition phase.
The in-situ TEM study reveals the formation of two different
types of precipitates: Cr-rich σ phase (CrFe type) and Al-rich θ
phase (Al45Cr7 type) in Al0.7CrFeCoNi HEA after annealing at
900  C for 10 min.[140] The formation of σ phase is proposed to
occur either by three-step formation or directly from the FCC
matrix. In the three-step formations, the Cr-rich BCC phase
nucleates ﬁrst in the B2 region and the σ phase forms at the
B2/BCC interface followed by the decomposition of BCC phase.
The formation of secondary phase is reported to occur at 500  C,
and it is reversible to a certain extent. The volume fraction of
the secondary phase increases with increasing temperature
and decreases with decreasing temperature in Al0.3CrFeCoNi
HEA.[140] Wani et al.[90] attempted to reﬁne the microstructure of
AlCoCrFeNi2.1 eutectic HEA by severe cold-rolling followed by
annealing. They observed that the severe cold rolling of as-cast
AlCoCrFeNi2.1 eutectic HEA, with a ﬁne eutectic mixture of L12
and B2 phases, resulted in disordering of L12 phase. The
annealing of severely deformed alloy has led to the formation
of duplex microstructures with equiaxed morphologies. This
duplex microstructure exhibited signiﬁcant resistance to grain
growth with the average grain size of 0.5, 0.7, and 2.0 μm after
annealing at 800, 1000, and 1200  C for 1 h, respectively.

3.2. Age Hardening Behavior
The addition of minor alloying elements such as C, Mo, and
Ti have shown a signiﬁcant effect on the aging behavior
of Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA (Figure 5).[158,159] The hardness of
Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA increases by 65% after aging at 700  C for
144 h, and the addition of Mo and Ti in minor amount has
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Figure 5. Hardness variation with time illustrating the age hardening behavior of a) Al0.3CoCrFeNi (A–0), Al0.3CoCrFeNiMo0.1 (A–0.1 Mo), and
Al0.3CoFeNiTi0.1 (A–0.1Ti) at 700  C, and b) Al0.3CrFeCoNiC0.1 at different temperatures. Reprinted from refs.[158; 159] with permission from Elsevier.

increased the hardness by 83% and 89% in Al0.3CrFeCoNiMo0.1 and Al0.3Ti0.1CrFeCoNi, respectively. The formation of
(Ni, Al) rich B2, (Ni, Co, Ti) rich B2 are attributed to the hardness
increase after aging in Al0.3CrFeCoNi and Al0.3CrFeCoNiTi0.1
HEAs, respectively. The addition of Mo has resulted in the
formation of σ sigma phase in addition to B2 precipitates and
resulted in the hardness increase by 89%. The addition of
carbon has led to the formation of Cr7C3 carbide in as-cast
Al0.3CoCrFeNiC0.1 HEA. The Cr7C3 carbide transforms to Cr23C6
carbide after aging treatment in the temperature range of
700–800  C. The change in carbide structure has resulted in the
hardness increase (Figure 5), and the optimal age hardening is
achieved at 700  C for 70 h. The B2 precipitates are observed in
the temperature range of 800–1000  C and contribute to an
additional hardening effect.
The high-pressure torsion (HPT) of as-cast Al0.3CrFeCoNi
HEA has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the age hardening
behavior.[160] The HPT process reﬁnes the grain size from
350 μm to 30 nm. As stated in the preceding section, the B2
precipitation occurs at a lower temperature in the sample with
ﬁne grains (HPT-processed) than the sample with coarse grains
(as-cast). As a consequence, the age hardening behavior is
observed at a lower temperature (400  C) than that of the ascast sample (500  C) (Figure 6). Also, the peak hardness of
HPT-processed sample is approximately four times higher than
that of the as-cast sample. The very high hardness of the HPTprocessed sample is attributed to the presence of ﬁne B2 phase as
compared to the coarse B2 phase in the cast sample.
Similar to the effect of HPT processing, a minor modiﬁcation
of the alloy composition also signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the age
hardening behavior. For instance, replacing the Co with Cu and
increasing the Ni content resulted in 72% increase in hardness
of Al0.3CrFeCuNi2 after annealing at 550  C for 150 h.[153] It is
worth mentioning that the hardness increase in Al0.3CrFeCoNi
HEA are only 42% after annealing at 550  C for 150 h. Also,
high hardness is achieved for Al0.3CrFeCuNi2 HEA at all aging
conditions than that of Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA.
In another example, AlxCrFe1.5MnNi0.5 [x ¼ 0.3 and 0.5] HEAs
are designed with an objective of producing a cheaper alloy
with enhanced properties.[161] The alloys exhibit signiﬁcant
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age-hardening phenomenon at higher temperatures, and the
peak hardness of HV 850–890 is achieved at 600  C for 100 h.
The age-hardening phenomenon in these alloys is attributed
to the precipitation of B2 and σ phase (Cr5Fe6Mn8 with tetragonal
structure).[161,162] Also, the AlxCrFe1.5MnNi0.5 alloy exhibits better
oxidation resistance up to 800  C. A detailed TEM investigation on
Al0.3CrFe1.5MnNi0.5 HEA reveals that BCC phase transforms to σ
phase through the diffusionless transformation without altering
its composition, rather than forming by precipitation.[163] Thus,
the signiﬁcant age hardening behavior in Al0.5CrFe1.5MnNi0.5
HEA is attributed to the phase transformation from BCC to σ
phase, and not because of precipitation hardening. The similar
behavior of BCC to σ phase transformation has also been observed
in Al0.5CrNiCoTi0.5 HEA during aging treatment.[164]
The Al0.5CrFeCoNi HEA demonstrated an increase in yield
strength and ultimate strength with the aging treatment at
650  C for 30 min to 8 h, but with the reduction in ductility.[165]
The yield strength of 714 MPa and ultimate strength of
355 MPa in as-cast condition increased to 1220 and 834 MPa,
respectively, after aging treatment for 8 h. The formation of

Figure 6. Age hardening behavior of the as-cast and HPT-processed
Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEAs. Reprinted from ref.[160] with permission from
Elsevier.
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nano-sized precipitates (18 nm) in FCC phase and B2
precipitates (70 nm) in BCC phase is attributed to the increase
in strength and the reduction in ductility. The annealing of
as-cast Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA has a signiﬁcant effect on the
mechanical properties due to the formation of L12 ﬁne
precipitates at 700  C and B2 coarse precipitates at 900  C.[152]
The yield strength increases from 175 MPa in the as-cast
condition to 300 and 250 MPa after annealing at 700 and
900  C, respectively, and signiﬁcant work hardening is observed
for the alloy annealed at 900  C. The presence of ﬁne nano L12
precipitates and coarse B2 precipitates are attributed to the high
yield stress at 700  C and large work hardening at 900  C,
respectively. The alloy with ultraﬁne-grain size, achieved
by thermomechanical treatment, exhibit an excellent combination of ultimate tensile strength (>1000 MPa) and ductility
(>40%).[155] It is reported that the effect of B2 precipitates on
yield strength is not signiﬁcant and the major strengthening
contribution comes from the grain boundary strengthening.
Wang et al.[166] investigated the effect of L12 precipitates on
tensile behavior of Al0.2CrFeCoNi2Cu0.2 HEA. They fabricated
the alloy with two different microstructures (L12 precipitates þ
FCC matrix, single FCC phase) and identical grain size by
annealing the cold rolled alloy at various conditions. They
observed that the presence of L12 nanoprecipitates increases the
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength by 56 and 43%,
respectively, without compromising on elongation to fracture.
The dislocation shearing of L12 precipitates during tensile test
resulted in the formation of crystallographically aligned slip
bands. They concluded that the enhanced properties in the alloy
with precipitates is mainly due to the formation of dynamic slip
band reﬁnement.

3.3. Mechanical Properties at Elevated Temperature
Yang et al.[167] investigated the deformation mechanisms of
Al0.1CrFeCoNi HEA at different temperatures in the range of
25–700  C. The alloy, fabricated by vacuum induction melting
followed by hot isostatic pressing, consists of single FCC
phase with a coarse grain size of greater than 1 mm. The alloy
exhibited a strong temperature dependence of yield strength
and ultimate tensile strength (Figure 7). The yield strength
and ultimate tensile strength decreases with increasing
temperature. In contrast, the elongation to fracture increases
up to 500  C and then decreases with increasing temperature.
The dislocation glide act as a primary deformation mechanism
at room temperature and 500  C. At 600 and 700  C, the
dissociation of dislocations and the motion of Shockley partials
serve as an additional deformation mechanism and also lead to
the formation of numerous stacking faults. Since the dissociation of partial dislocation decreases the dislocation density
and reduces the barrier to dislocation movement, the work
hardening phenomenon decreases at higher temperatures, and
consequently, it promotes the early onset of necking instability.
Zhang et al.[168] investigated the hot deformation behavior of
Al0.5CrFeCoNi HEA in as-cast and homogenized condition. In
both the conditions, the ﬂow stress increased with increasing
strain rate and decreasing temperature. However, high ﬂow
stress was observed for the homogenized state than the as-cast
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Figure 7. Engineering stress–strain curves of Al0.1CoCrFeNi HEA at
different temperatures and a strain rate of 104 s1. The inset shows the
magnified part of the curve after yielding at room temperature. Reprinted
from ref.[167] with permission from Elsevier.

condition under the same deformation conditions. The average
activation energy, which indicates the degree of obstruction
to plastic deformation, was estimated to be  300 kJmol1.
The optimum condition for thermomechanical processing of
homogenized sample was identiﬁed as 945–965  C and
101.7–101.1 s1. Chen et al.[169] observed a change in crystal
structure in Al0.5CrFeCoNiCu HEA after compression test in
the temperature range of 400–600  C at a strain rate of
5  105 s1. A single FCC phase and the mixture of FCC and
BCC phases were observed for the samples tested at 400–500  C
and 600  C, respectively. Consequently, the Al0.5CrFeCoNiCu
HEA showed higher yield strength at 600  C than the samples
tested at other temperatures.
Munitz et al.[147] investigated the impact of heat treatments on
the mechanical properties of AlCoCrFeNi HEA. They reported
that the alloy in as-cast condition consisted of FCC and B2 matrix
with BCC precipitates in the dendritic region, while the
interdendritic region consisted of BCC matrix with B2
precipitates. The hardness of the dendritic region remains the
same after heat treatment at 850–1100  C and increases after
heat treatment at 1200  C. In contrast, the hardness of ID region
increased after heat treatment at 850  C followed by a decrease in
hardness till 1100  C and then increase in hardness after heat
treatment at 1200  C. The increase in hardness of interdendritic
region at 850  C is attributed to the transformation of BCC to σ
phase, and the decrease above 850  C is attributed to the
transformation of σ phase to BCC phase. The increase in
hardness at 1200  C in both the dendritic and interdendritic
region is attributed to the formation of nano-precipitates because
of spinodal decomposition. They observed a unique combination
of compressive mechanical properties (yield strength 1450
MPa, UTS 2500 MPa, strain 20%) in AlCrFeCoNi HEA heattreated at 1100 and 1200  C due to spinodal decomposition
and formation of nano-sized precipitates. Figure 8 illustrates
the compressive stress vs. strain curve for AlCrFeCoNi alloy in
as-cast condition and after different heat treatments. They
concluded that the homogenization temperature for this alloy
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Figure 8. Compressive stress vs. strain curve for AlCrCoFeNi HEA
after different annealing temperatures. Reprinted from ref.[147] with
permission from Elsevier.

should be above 1200  C as the majority of the phases are
dissolved at this temperature, and the spinodal decomposition
during cooling from 1200  C bring out the better mechanical
properties.
The hot hardness of AlxCrFeCoNi HEAs decreases slowly with
increasing temperature below 500  C, and decreases rapidly
above 500  C, except for Al0–0.3 alloys in which the hardness
decreases slowly even above 500  C (shown in Figure 9).[142] The
Al0–0.3 alloys exhibit higher resistance to softening than other
alloys with different Al content. The age hardening behavior
was observed for Al0.9–1.0 alloys in the temperature range of
700–800  C due to the formation of σ phase. The hot hardness
transition temperature in this alloy system occurs at  0.5 Tm,
which is comparable to In718, In718H, and T-800 commercial
alloys. The indentation-creep performed in the temperature
range of 500–900  C indicates that slip and creep act as the main
deformation mechanism below and above the transition
temperature, respectively, for Alx alloys with x > 0.5.[142] In

Figure 9. Hot hardness variation of AlxCrFeCoNi [x ¼ 0–1.8] HEAs.
Reprinted from ref.[142] with permission from Elsevier.
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Al0.3 alloy, no creep occurs and the slip act as the main deformation
mechanism below and above the transition temperature. In
Al0.7–1.5 alloys, no creep deformation occurs below 600  C, and the
creep deformation occurs above 700  C. In Al0.5 alloy, no creep
occurs at 800  C due to the acicular precipitation in the dendritic
phase. In another example, AlFeCoNiMo0.5Crx (x ¼ 0–2) HEAs
exhibit superior hot hardness and softening resistance than
that of Inconel 718 (In718), precipitation hardened Inconel 718
(In718H), and Cobalt-based superalloys (T-800).[170]
The serrations in ﬂow behavior have been reported for few
HEAs.[169,171–174] Serrations, in general, can occur in ﬂow curve
during plastic deformation due to many factors, and one of them
is the interaction between solute atoms and dislocations. The
Al0.5CrFeCoNiCu HEA shows the directional transformation of
serrations from upward serrations at 400–500  C to downward
serrations at 600  C (shown in Figure 10).[169] The critical strain
for the onset of serrations in this alloy shows normal behavior,
that is, the critical strain value decreases with increasing
temperature. It is speculated that the dynamic strain aging
(DSA) causes serration in this alloy. In another study, Al is
reported to play a crucial role in DSA of Al0.3CrFeCoNi HEA
single crystals at 600 and 800  C, as the serration was not
observed in CoCrFeNi single crystals.[173]
The transformation of serration type from type A to type A þ B
and ﬁnally into type B þ C with increasing temperature
(200–500  C) and decreasing strain rate (103–104 s1) was
observed in Al0.5CrFeCoNi HEA with dual phase (FCC and
BCC).[171] The elongation to fracture and tensile strength
decreased with an increase in temperature. The reduction in
elongation to fracture is attributed to the dynamic strain
aging phenomenon because the solute atoms can hinder the
movement of dislocations by interacting with them. Due to
higher diffusivity at a higher temperature, the solute atoms can
dynamically cluster around the dislocations and reduces the
ductility at a higher temperature. However, the reason for
embrittlement at high temperature is still an open question and
needs elaborate study.
In summary, the formation of precipitates and phase
transformation in AlxCrFeCoNi HEA system play a signiﬁcant
role in mechanical properties at elevated temperatures and after

Figure 10. The magnified part of stress–strain curve at different temperatures illustrating upward and downward serrations in Al0.5CrFeCoNiCu
HEA. Reprinted from ref.[169] with permission from Springer.
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heat treatments. The processing route and minor modiﬁcation to
alloy composition have a signiﬁcant effect on microstructural
stability which in turn inﬂuence the age hardening behavior
and high-temperature properties. It is evident that with
proper alloy design and processing route, alloy with enhanced
high-temperature properties can be fabricated and applied for
high-temperature applications.

4. CrMnFeCoNi
CrMnFeCoNi alloy, also known as Cantor alloy, is one of the most
widely studied HEAs and was ﬁrst reported by Cantor et al.[9]
The alloy consists of single FCC phase solid solution in as-cast
condition, FCC þ secondary phases after heat treatment
at intermediate temperatures, and single FCC phase at high
temperatures.[15,30,132,175,176] The alloy exhibits unusual work
hardening ability, high ductility, and remarkable fracture toughness
at room temperature and cryogenic temperature.[57,177–180] The
alloy shows increase in yield strength, ultimate strength, and
elongation to fracture with decreasing temperature. The enhanced
mechanical properties at cryogenic temperature are mainly
attributed to the activation of additional deformation mechanism
by mechanical nano-twinning.[57,124,181] At high temperatures, this
alloy shows the strong temperature dependence of yield strength,
serrations in stress–strain curve at intermediate temperatures,
and a decrease in work hardening capability with increasing
temperature.[177,178,182,183]
Though the alloy has a very high fracture toughness, its yield
strength is relatively low at room temperature. Several attempts
have been made to improve its yield strength by the addition of
carbon, producing ﬁne recrystallized microstructure by thermomechanical processing, and modiﬁcation of chemical composition by producing non-equiatomic compositions.[178,184–186]
Varying the content of Co (x ¼ 5, 10, and 20 at%) or V is
reported to inﬂuence the mechanical properties of CrMnFeCoNi
alloy by promoting the formation of sigma phase.[16,187]
The polymorphic transition from FCC to HCP was observed
in Cantor alloy using in-situ high-pressure synchrotron radiation
XRD technique.[188,189] It has been reported that the stable phase
of CrMnFeCoNi alloy at low temperatures and high pressures
is HCP phase, whereas the FCC phase is stable at higher
temperatures and low pressures. The coexistence of FCC and
HCP phases occurs in the pressure range of 22 to 41 GPa.
The critical temperature for the phase transformation from HCP
to FCC phase increases with increasing temperature. Moon
et al.[190] investigated the deformation induced transformation in
a variant of Cr–Mn–Fe–Co–Ni system with low stacking fault
energy. They predicted the stable phase at low temperatures as
HCP phase using thermodynamic calculations and further
veriﬁed it experimentally. They observed the formation of HCP
phase with an identical composition of FCC phase after cryoHPT processing of Cr26Mn20Fe20Co20Ni14 HEA. They concluded
that cryo-HPT process provides an extra driving force for the
formation of HCP through deformation induced diffusionless
transformation. Bracq et al.[191] investigated the phase stability in
Co–Cr–Fe–Mn–Ni system using Calphad and the database
(TCHEA1) devoted for HEA. They demonstrated that Cr and Mn
destabilize the FCC solid solution and also concluded that the
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database accurately describes the FCC phase solid solution, but
the σ phase is experimentally observed to be more stable than the
predictions. The melting temperature and shear modulus of
Cantor alloy are 1340  C[125,192] and 56 GPa,[193,194] respectively.
The major drawback of Cantor alloy is the formation of oxide
inclusions during casting and when annealed at high temperatures.[83,194] This can adversely affect the mechanical properties.[184,194] Since Mn has a high vapor pressure, the careful
practice of melting should be ensured to minimize the
evaporation during melting. In practice, an additional quantity
of Mn is added to counteract the loss of Mn.[178,195]

4.1. Precipitation at Intermediate Temperatures
Based on the initial studies on annealing and homogenization of
CrMnFeCoNi, the alloy was assumed to retain its single FCC
solid solution throughout the temperature range until the onset
of melting.[15,43,132,148,177,196] The initial phase stability studies
were performed above 800  C, and the alloy was established to
be stable throughout the temperature up to its melting point.
For instance, it is demonstrated that the alloy consists of single
FCC phase even after annealing at 900  C for 30 days, 1000  C for
3 days, and 1100  C for 1 and 6 h.[15,125,148] However, the recent
studies have indicated the formation of the secondary phases at
intermediate temperatures below 800  C after prolonged exposure or straining the material before annealing.[30,31,132,175,197,198]
Schuh et al.[30] were the ﬁrst one to report the formation of the
secondary phases at intermediate temperatures. They investigated the thermal stability of the NC CrMnFeCoNi HEA
produced by severe plastic deformation. The isochronal
annealing of the HPT CrMnFeCoNi HEA alloy with an initial
grain size of 50 nm resulted in the formation of secondary
phases. The 3D-APT analysis (shown in Figure 11) revealed the
formation of Mn–Ni rich and Cr-rich phases within 5 min of
annealing at 450  C, and an additional phase of Fe and Co was
observed after 15 h of annealing. Interestingly, single FCC phase
with a substantial increase in grain size of 10 μm was observed
when annealed at 800  C for 1 h. The isochronal annealing of the
HPT CrMnFeCoNi HEA alloy for 1 h resulted in an increase in
hardness with a maximum hardness of 630 HV at 450  C
before the hardness starts to decrease. When isothermal
annealing was carried out at 450  C, an increase in hardness
was observed with a maximum hardness of 910 HV after 100 h
before the hardness starts to decrease. The increase in hardness
in the intermediate temperature is attributed to the formation of
multiphase embedded in the FCC matrix.[30] Maier-Kiener
et al.[199] demonstrated the usage of nanoindentation technique
to detect phase decomposition in NC CrMnFeCoNi HEA at
intermediate temperatures. They observed that Young’s modulus increases in the intermediate temperature range and then
decreases at high temperature. The Young’s modulus is
substantially inﬂuenced by the secondary phase, but not affected
by the grain size. They concluded that nanoindentation could be
used as a complementary screening tool for evaluating phase
stability of NC HEA in short time. In another study, Lee et al.[200]
investigated the annealing effect on plastic ﬂow in nanocrystalline Cantor alloy by nanoindentation studies. They reported the
plastic deformation assists the dissolution of annealing-induced
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Figure 11. 3D-APT analysis of SPD CrMnFeCoNi HEA subjected to
annealing treatment at 450  C for the different duration a) 5 min, b) 1 h, c)
15 h. [Green: >70 at% Ni þ Mn, Purple: >50 at% Cr, and Blue: >35 at%
Co].[30] Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY-X license.[30]

intermetallic precipitates leading to the considerable strain
softening in NC HEA. Park et al.[198] compared the experimental
observation and thermodynamic calculation of σ phase formation. They veriﬁed the formation of σ phase by thermodynamic
calculations based on the TCFE database and concluded that
thermodynamic calculations based on TCFE database are
suitable for phase predictions in CrMnFeCoNi alloy.
Two different precipitates (carbide and σ phase) were observed
in coarse grain HEA during heat treatment at 700  C for a
prolonged duration of 125–1000 h.[132] The formation of carbide
is reported at all the heat treated samples, and it is attributed to
the contamination of the melting equipment and the starting
elements. The σ phase is reported to form after prolonged
exposure at 700  C for 500 and 1000 h, with the increase in
volume fraction with heat treatment time. Similarly, the
thermomechanical processing by room temperature rolling or
cryogenic rolling and subsequent annealing in the temperature
range of 600–900  C for 60 min led to the formation of Cr-rich σ
phase and Cr-rich BCC phase.[175] The effect of rolling at room
temperature and the cryogenic temperature is insigniﬁcant in
the secondary phase formation. In another study, no secondary
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phase or compound was observed in the microcrystalline alloy
(grain size 25 μm) even after tensile testing at 500  C for
20 h.[183] The decomposition of phases occurs within minutes of
annealing in the NC material,[30] whereas the decomposition
occurs after the long duration of annealing in the microcrystalline material.[31,132,175,199] The difference in kinetics of phase
decomposition between coarse grain and NC HEA is attributed
to the enhanced diffusion of the NC material because of a lot of
grain boundaries. Zhou et al.[197] systematically investigated the
precipitation behavior of cold rolled CrMnFeCoNi HEA during
annealing at the intermediate temperatures. They observed the
precipitation occurred during annealing of cold rolled alloy, but
not in non-deformed alloy for the comparable annealing
conditions. The Cr-rich precipitates were observed in both
recovered and recrystallized samples. They observed a strong
correlation between the precipitates and dislocations, and
concluded that severe deformation act as a critical factor for
the phase decomposition, but not the grain boundaries as
suggested by Schuh et al.[30] It is worth mentioning that
composition-decomposition is also reported for CoCrFeNi alloy
at intermediate temperatures.[151]
Otto et al.[31] investigated the phase decomposition after
prolonged annealing at intermediate temperatures and to form
the equilibrium phases. The alloy was exposed to different
temperatures in the range of 500–900  C for a long duration of
500 days and the microstructural evolution were characterized by
SEM, TEM, and APT. They demonstrated that the alloy consists
of single FCC phase after homogenization for 2 days at 1200  C
followed by subsequent annealing at 900  C for 500 days. The
Cr-rich σ phase with tetragonal structure forms primarily along
the grain boundaries after annealing at 700  C for 500 days, and
three distinct phases (Cr-rich BCC phase, Ni–Mn rich tetragonal
phase, Fe–Co rich ordered B2 phase) form after annealing at
500  C for 500 days. They concluded that stability of HEAs
should be carefully evaluated before considering it for elevated
temperature applications.

4.2. Recrystallization and Grain Growth
Bhattacharjee et al.[195] investigated the microstructure evolution
during annealing of cold rolled CrMnFeCoNi HEA. The alloy
exhibited high recrystallization temperature and strong resistance to grain growth during annealing as compared to TWIP
steels. They observed the mechanism for the evolution of
recrystallization texture in this alloy is similar to those of TWIP
and 316 stainless steel, but notable differences existed due to
profuse annealing twin formation.[195,201] Liu et al.[202] investigated the grain growth behavior of 70% cold rolled alloy in the
temperature range of 850–950  C for different durations.
They estimated the activation energy of grain growth to be
321 kJ mol1 and observed the grain growth kinetics follow a
power law with the grain growth exponent of 3. The hardness
dependence on grain size follows the classical Hall–Petch
relationship with a high grain boundary hardening efﬁcient of
677 MPa μm0.5 (Figure 12). Wu et al.[203] demonstrated that
the hardening by grain reﬁnement is more effective in BCC
metals and the high Hall–Petch coefﬁcient are generally
observed in the BCC than FCC and HCP materials. They
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Figure 12. Hardness dependence on the grain size of CrMnFeCoNi
HEA illustrating Hall-Petch relationship. Reprinted from ref.[202] with
permission from Elsevier.

reported that the Hall–Petch coefﬁcient for many FCC metals is not
more than 600 MPa μm0.5. The high Hall–Petch coefﬁcient
observed in CrMnFeCoNi alloy gives clear evidence that
dislocation motion is difﬁcult in CrMnFeCoNi HEA than
conventional alloys.
Otto et al.[204] investigated the recrystallization behavior by
subjecting the alloy to different rolling reductions and subsequent
annealing in the temperature range of 400–1000  C. They observed
the minimum annealing temperature for complete recrystallization was 800  C for alloys which underwent rolling reduction above
80%, whereas higher annealing temperature was required for
complete recrystallization in alloys with 60% rolling reduction. A
noticeable increase in hardness of 10–18% was observed in the
temperature range of 400–500  C as shown in Figure 13, which is
well below the recrystallization temperature. The inﬂuence of
rolling reduction above 60% on the grain growth is almost
negligible for samples annealed at 800  C, whereas variation
in grain size was observed for higher temperatures and lower
rolling reductions. They have carried out the grain growth studies
on the recrystallized sample of the 96% cold rolled alloy.
The activation energy of 325 kJ mol1 and the grain growth
exponent of 3 were estimated in the temperature range of
800–950  C, similar to the grain growth behavior observed by
Liu et al.[202] A rapid decrease in hardness was observed above
600  C due to recrystallization and grain growth. Even though
no apparent recrystallization occurred in the temperature range
of 400–500  C, the reason for the increase in hardness at this
temperature range remained an open question in that study.
However, the recent literature ﬁndings suggest that the
formation of the secondary phases in that temperature range
could be a possible reason for the increase in hardness. Otto
et al.[204] investigated the twin formation in CrMnFeCoNi after
thermomechanical processing. They observed the twin fractions tends to increase with increasing thickness reduction for
samples annealed at 800–1000  C. The increase in twin fraction
with rolling thickness is signiﬁcant at high temperatures. For
rolling reduction above 84% and annealing at 1000  C, the twin
fraction accounts for 57% of internal boundaries. They
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Figure 13. Hardness variation after heat treatment for 1 h at various
temperature for samples subjected to different rolling reductions.
Reprinted from ref.[204] with permission from Elsevier.

concluded that the formation of twins during grain growth in a
fully recrystallized material is determined by the ﬁnal grain size
and independent of the heat treatment required to achieve that
grain size.
Stepanov et al.[185] doped the Cantor alloy with 1 at% of C and
investigated the effect of thermomechanical processing on
microstructure and mechanical properties. They observed the
complete recrystallization of 80% cold rolled sample occurs in
the temperature range of 700–1100  C. The alloy showed a
decrease in yield strength and increase in ductility with an
increase in annealing temperature. The good combination of
mechanical properties was achieved after annealing at 800  C.
The alloy exhibited yield strength of 720 MPa, ultimate tensile
strength of 980 MPa, and elongation to fracture of 37% after
annealing at 800  C. For a similar grain size, the carbon doped
alloy has twice higher yield strength, 50% higher ultimate tensile
strength, and with almost similar ductility as carbon-free
CrMnFeCoNi alloy.

4.3. Mechanical Behavior at Elevated Temperatures
The Cantor alloy shows the strong temperature dependence of
yield strength, serrations in stress–strain curve at intermediate
temperatures, and complex behavior of elongation to fracture
with increasing temperature.[178,183] The average grain size of
CrMnFeCoNi alloy after cold rolling (87% reduction) followed by
annealing at 800, 1000, and 1150  C for 1 h are 4.4, 50, and
155 μm, respectively.[178] The alloy with ﬁne grain size exhibited
high yield strength from room temperature up to 600  C as
compared to coarse grain size. Above 600  C, the yield strength
dropped signiﬁcantly (50% drop) for ﬁne grain size while the
drop was not signiﬁcant in the coarse grain size material.[178] The
alloy exhibited the contrasting behavior of elongation to failure
between ﬁne grain size and coarse grain size. For instance, a
decrease in ductility with an increase in temperature was
observed for coarse grain size, whereas the ductility decreased
from RT to 400  C and above which the ductility increased
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for ﬁne grain size. Also, the yield point was observed in ﬁne
grain size at lower temperatures (<400  C), but not at higher
temperatures. Pronounced serrations were observed in the
stress–strain curve at 400  C for both ﬁne and coarse grain sizes.
From room temperature till 600  C, the initial plastic deformation till 2% strain occurred by planar glide; and at higher strains,
the slip becomes more homogeneous leading to the formation
of cell structures. Hong et al.[205] attributed the transition of
dislocation structure from planar to cell structure are mainly due
to the shearing of nanoscale inhomogeneity with strain.
Woo et al.[206] investigated the high-temperature deformation
behavior by studying the evolution of mesoscopic lattice behavior
using in-situ neutron diffraction. In situ neutron diffraction
and TEM experiments revealed that dislocation glide and
diffusion-controlled dislocation creep act as dominant deformation mechanism at 527 and 727  C, respectively. The mesoscopic
lattice behaviors, such as lattice strain, integrated intensity, and
peak width observed at RT and 527  C, were similar to those of
the conventional single-phase FCC alloys at RT and elevated
temperatures. Reddy et al.[207] demonstrated the superplasticity
behavior in ﬁne-grained CrMnFeCoNi alloy. The alloy, when
studied at 750  C and over a range of strain rates from 104 to
101 s1, showed superplastic ﬂow like behavior with an
elongation to failure of 320% at a strain rate of 104 s1
(Figure 14). The alloy exhibited strain hardening and texture
weakening at low strain rate, whereas ﬂow softening and texture
strengthening were observed at high strain rate. They suggested
the possible deformation mechanism as superplasticity by grain
boundary sliding based on the data extracted from the cyclic
strain rate test. They observed the deformation-enhanced grain
growth in alloy with a grain size of 1.4 μm when tested at
1023 K and 104 s1 strain rate, which further conﬁrmed the
superplasticity by grain boundary sliding mechanism. Besides,
static grain growth was observed when tested at 1023 K and at
101 s1, which implies that diffusion in HEAs may not be
sluggish at high temperatures. Eleti et al.[208] systematically
investigated the hot deformation behavior of CrMnFeCoNi HEA
by conducting hot compression tests in the temperature range of

Figure 14. Superplastic like flow behavior in CrMnFeCoNi HEA at high
temperatures.[207] Reproduced under the terms of the CC-By-X license.[207]
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800–1000  C and at various strain rates (103–1 s1). They
reported that the apparent activation energy for hot deformation
was estimated to be 350 kJ mol1, which is similar to the
diffusion activation energy of Ni in this alloy.
Another striking feature of this alloy is the observation of high
strain hardening and serrations in the stress–strain curve in the
intermediate temperature range of 300–600  C (shown in
Figure 15).[183] The decrease in critical strain for the onset of
serrations and the evolution of serrations from type A to A þ B
and then to type B and B þ C are observed with increasing
temperature and decreasing strain rate. In the temperature
range of 300–500  C, the dislocation pinning by solute was
controlled by pipe diffusion with an apparent activation energy
of 116 kJ mol1, whereas cooperative lattice diffusion with
an apparent activation energy of 296 kJ mol1 dominated
the pinning process at 500–600  C. The TEM analysis of the
deformed sample at a low plastic strain of 1% reveals the low
density of dislocations at RT and 400  C and high density of
dislocations piled up at grain boundaries at 600  C. However, at
the high plastic deformation of 20% strain, high density of
dislocations and dislocation cell structure were observed at RT
and 400  C, whereas the low density of dislocations with kinking
and bowing of dislocations was observed at 600  C. The lower
dislocation density at 600  C is attributed to the thermal recovery,
and the observation of kinks and bowing of dislocation is
attributed to the pinning process by solute atoms.

5. Refractory High-Entropy Alloys
Senkov et al.[209] attempted to produce HEAs based on refractory
elements with superior high-temperature properties over
superalloys for high-temperature applications. The NbMoTaW
and VNbMoTaW refractory HEAs exhibited single BCC phase,
very high hardness, and very high yield strength at elevated
temperatures.[74,209] For instance, the alloys showed high yield
strength in the range of 400–500 MPa at 1600  C. The variation of
the yield strength of various refractory HEAs at different
temperature are shown in Figure 16, and it is evident that
refractory HEAs have exceptional resistance to softening at
elevated temperatures as compared to those of conventional

Figure 15. Engineering stress–strain curves at different temperature for
CrMnFeCoNi HEAs. Reprinted from ref.[183] with permission from
Elsevier.
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Figure 16. Yield strength variation of refractory HEAs illustrating superior
strength retention at a higher temperature than superalloys.[6]
Reproduced under the terms of CC-BY-X license.[6]

superalloys. However, the density of refractory HEAs are very
high (13.8 g cm3 for NbMoTaW, and 12.4 g cm3 for VNbMoTaW)
and the alloy exhibits a poor elongation to fracture at room
temperature. To decrease the density and to improve the room
temperature ductility, the high-density elements are replaced by
low-density elements. The HfNbTaTiZr HEA (density 9.94 g
cm3) possess superior room temperature mechanical properties
with high compression yield strength of 929 MPa, homogeneous
macroscopic ﬂow, and ductility greater than 50%.[210] However, the
alloy has a meager yield strength of 92 MPa at 1200  C.[134] In
order to enhance the high-temperature strength and further reduce
the density of HfNbTaTiZr, several attempts have been made by
adding low-density elements like Mo, Cr, Ti, and Al [133,211] or by
adding Si so that it forms a low-density secondary phase.[212] The
addition of Mo to HfNbTaTiZr increased the compressive yield
strength from 100 to 550 MPa at 1200  C and exhibited
reasonable RT ductility of 12%.[136] The compressive stress–strain
curve of MoNbHfZrTi alloy showed strain hardening stage until
fracture at 800  C and strain rates of 101–102 s1, whereas DRX
characteristics were observed at a temperature over 800  C and at
strain rates of 103–101 s1. The alloy showed a decrease in
strength and the occurrence of DRX with increasing temperature
and decreasing strain rate. Discontinuous and continuous DRXs
occurred simultaneously, with reduced effect of CDRX at high
deformation temperature and low strain rate.[137]
The partial substitution of Al with Hf in HfNbTaTiZr reduced
the density by 9% and increased the room temperature yield
strength by 98%, but the room temperature ductility reduced to
10% with no signiﬁcant enhancement in the high-temperature
strength.[211] The addition of Mo in place of Hf and reducing the Ta
content to half have resulted in the increase of high-temperature
strength from 90 to 250 MPa at 1200  C with a perceptible
increase in RT ductility in AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr HEA.[211] THe
HfMo0.5NbTiV0.5 HEA forms a single BCC phase, and the addition
of Si led to the formation of multi-component silicide.[212] The yield
strength increased from 1260 to 2134 MPa with the addition of
Si, but with the reduction in ductility from >35 to 9.2%. The Si
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addition to HfMo0.5NbTiV0.5 alloy has shown a remarkable effect
on the yield strength at elevated temperatures. The yield strength
of the alloy at 1200  C increased from 60 to 166, 188, and 235 MPa
for the silicon addition of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7-mole fraction,
respectively.[212] The addition of Si to AlTiCrNbMo refractory
HEA resulted in a slight increase in the oxidation resistance.[54]
The oxidation behavior of AlTiCrNbMo HEA showed the
formation of porous and non-protective oxides scales, and the
oxidation kinetics followed the linear rate law at 900 and 1000  C.
The addition of Si reduced the mass gain and formed a thin and
compact oxide scale as compared to the Si-free alloy.
The grain growth kinetics study on HfNbTaTiZr alloy at
1200–1350  C reveals a high activation energy of 389 kJ mol1
and growth exponent of 3.5.[138] The activation energy is
comparable to the activation energy of Nb (397 kJ mol1) and Ta
(413 kJ mol1), which indicates that Nb and Ta control the grain
growth rate in this alloy. Interestingly, the Hall-Petch coefﬁcient
(240 MPa μm2) of this alloy is signiﬁcantly lower than the
CrMnFeCoNi (670 MPa μm2) alloy. The reduction in grain
size from 128 to 38 μm has enhanced the fracture strain from 15
to 20% with a perceptible increase in yield strength from 940 to
960 MPa.
Zou et al.[101] fabricated a refractory NC columnar NbMoTaW
HEA and demonstrated the strength retention up to 600  C. The
yield strength of NC HEA decreased from 7 GPa at room
temperature to 5 GPa at 600  C, while the single crystal HEA
decreased from 2 GPa at room temperature to 1 GPa at 600  C .
The NC HEA showed strength reduction of only 20% while the
strength reduction in coarse grain HEA is 50%. The NC HEA
exhibited higher normalized strength and speciﬁc strength in a
wide range of temperature. At the same homologous temperature, the compressive property of NC HEA has outperformed
most of the other NC metals, superalloys, coarse grain
HEAs. The enhanced microstructural stability is attributed to
the presence of nanoscale nitrides and oxides at the grain
boundaries, due to contamination from raw materials. The other
reason could be the low thermodynamic driving force for grain
boundary motion due to highly chemically disordered structures
in both grain interior and grain boundaries. Even though
refractory HEAs have superior high-temperature mechanical
properties, the practical application of refractory alloys is
hindered by high raw material cost, high density, poor ductility
at room temperature, and poor oxidation behavior.[48,83,213,214]

6. High-Temperature Properties of Other HEAs
Mohanty et al.[215] studied the aging behavior of AlCoNiCuZn
HEA synthesized by mechanical alloying (MA) with subsequent
spark plasma sintering (SPS). The sintered alloy was solutionized at 1160  C for 96 h followed by quenching in cold water. The
isothermal and isochronal aging treatments were carried out
followed by ice water quenching. The peak hardness was
observed at 500  C, and the hardness increased from 1.6 GPa in
the solutionized state to 6 GPa after age hardening at 500  C. The
increase in hardness was attributed to the precipitation of
ordered FCC precipitates in the FCC matrix.[215]
He et al.[83] tweaked the alloy design and successfully
produced CrFeCoNi alloy with a ﬁne dispersion of nano-sized
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coherent precipitates by the addition of 2 at% Ti and 4 at% Al.
The steady stress in CrFeCoNi with coherent precipitates is
117 MPa at 850  C and a strain rate of 6.410  106 s1. However,
the steady stress achieved in a single FCC phase CrMnFeCoNi
HEA at the same temperature and strain rate is signiﬁcantly
lower 33 MPa.[194] At the stress of 110 MPa, the strain rate
achieved in (CrFeCoNi)94Ti2Al4 alloy was in the order of 105,
which is two order magnitude lower than that of the single-phase
CrMnFeCoNi alloy (103) (shown in Figure 17).[83]
The dissolution of coherent precipitates above 850  C led to
distinct deformation behavior regimes: Regime I: 750–850  C,
Regime II: 875–900  C. The high-stress exponent of 6–9 and
high activation energy of 600 kJ mol1 at temperatures below
850  C and stress exponent of 5 and activation energy between
350–450 KJ mol1 above 875  C indicates threshold stress effect
and dislocation climb, respectively. Unlike CrMnFeCoNi alloy,
the microstructural deterioration such as Mn oxide and Cr –rich
secondary phases are not observed in this alloy.
Wang et al.[216] investigated the effect of high melting element,
Mo, on the high-temperature compressive deformation behavior
of CrFeCoNiMo0.2 HEA prepared by gas atomization and SPS. It is
reported that the DRX act as the dominant softening mechanism
in the temperature range of 800–1100  C. The formation of
Mo-rich σ phase prevents grain coarsening during DRX and results
in the formation of ﬁne grain size. The alloy is reported to have a
very high deformation activation energy of 463 kJ mol1, which
is comparable to the activation energy of superalloys and
signiﬁcantly higher than other HEAs: Al0.5CrFeCoNi (300 kJ
mol1), AlCrFeCoNiCu (306 kJ mol1), and CrMnFeCoNi HEAs
(291 kJ mol1).[168,217,218] Samal et al.[174] investigated the hot
deformation behavior of TiFeCoCuNi eutectic HEA and suggested
the optimum hot working temperature in the range of 930–990  C
and strain rate in the range of 103 s1–101 s1. They observed
that the amplitude of serrations in ﬂow curve increased with
decreasing temperature at high strain rate and suggested that the
presence of multi-substitutional solute atoms as a possible reason
for the occurrence of serrations.

Tsau et al.[219] investigated the annealing effect on phase
transformation and mechanical behavior in CoFeNiTi alloy and
reported that CoFeNiTi consisted of ordered HCP dendrites and
FCC inter-dendrites in the as-cast condition. They observed that
the heat treatment at 1000  C did not affect the ordered HCP
dendrites, but the ordered FCC has transformed to disordered FCC
phase. They observed the better compressive properties when the
sample was annealed at 1000  C for 24 h. They concluded that the
high ultimate tensile strength after annealing was mainly due to
the disordering of FCC phase which can sustain more deformation
than the ordered structure. Xian et al.[220] developed a new
V35Ti33Fe15Cr10Zr5 HEA with single BCC phase for fusion reactors
in the temperature range of 25–900  C. The yield strength of the
alloy increased with increasing temperature below 500  C, but
with a reduced ductility. The alloy showed reasonable ductility of
>12% above 700  C with a yield strength of 800 MPa at 700  C,
which is 500 MPa higher than that of candidate alloys for a fusion
reactor. Manzoni et al.[221] attempted to optimize an HEA based on
Al–Ti–Cr–Fe–Co–Ni–Cu system for high-temperature applications. They concluded that the Al10Ti6Cr8Fe15Co25Ni36 HEA
possess enhanced ultimate tensile strength up to 800  C and it is
superior over commercial superalloys. Sathiyamoorthi et al.
demonstrated a remarkable thermal stability in CrFeCoNi HEA
synthesized by MA and SPS.[102,222] They observed an exceptional
resistance to anneal softening at the temperature range of
700–900  C for a prolonged duration of 600 h. It is reported that the
fractional decrease in hardness and the increase in grain size after
annealing at 700  C for 600 h are negligible. They attributed the
remarkable thermal stability of this alloy to the composite
microstructure achieved after sintering due to the contamination
during synthesis. The unpublished work by Praveen and Kottada
on compression creep behavior of CrFeCoNi HEA, as reported in
a recent overview article by Chokshi,[103] is the only work on
conventional creep behavior of HEAs in the literature. They
observed an effective stress exponent of 5 and effective activation
energy of 365 kJ mol1 based on the threshold stress approach.
However, the alternative approach by Chokshi[103] based on
Sherby–Burke criterion reveals a power-law breakdown in the
experimental data obtained by Praveen and Kottada for CrFeCoNi
and He et al. for CrMnFeCoNi HEAs (shown in Figure 18).

6.1. High-Temperature Oxidation and Hot Corrosion
Resistance

Figure 17. Stress variation as a function of strain rate and temperature in
double logarithmic axis with different stress exponents. The result of
CrMnFeCoNi is also plotted for direct comparison with (CrFeCoNi)94Ti2Al4
alloy. Reprinted from ref.[83] with permission from Elsevier.
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Tsao et al.[223] investigated the high-temperature oxidation
and corrosion properties of high-entropy superalloys based on
Al–Ti–Cr–Fe–Co–Ni system and compared their properties with
CM247LC – Ni-base superalloy. The oxidation tests were
performed in the temperature range of 900–1100  C for the
duration of 5–200 h. They studied the corrosion behavior by
performing the salt-coated and crucible tests. They observed that
high entropy superalloys form complex oxides due to various
solutes, and concluded that the high content of Cr and Al
promotes the formation of protective chromia and alumina
layers. They demonstrated an excellent hot corrosion and
oxidation resistance in alloys which form Cr2O3 and Al2O3
scales, respectively. Dogan et al.[224] investigated the elevated
temperature corrosion of BxAl0.5CrFeCoNiCu HEAs in the
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Figure 18. Transition of deformation mechanism from power-law
intragranular dislocation creep to a power-law breakdown regime in
CrMnFeCoNi and CrFeCoNi HEAs. Reprinted from ref.[103] with
permission from Elsevier.

simulated syngas at 500  C. They reported the corrosion of HEAs
at 500  C is negligible in syngas containing 0 and 0.01% H2S,
whereas a signiﬁcant corrosion was observed in syngas
containing 0.1 and 1 % H2S. The formation of Fe–Cr-borides
with the increase in B content reduced the corrosion resistance
of these alloys.
Bulter et al.[225] investigated the oxidation behavior of
Al10Cr22.5Fe22.5Ni22.5Co22.5 (Al10) and Al20Cr25Ni25Co25Si5
(Al20-S) HEAs at 1050  C in dry air. They observed the formation
of discontinuous external Cr2O3 with internal Al2O3 subscale
and AlN precipitates in the former alloy and a continuous
external layer of Al2O3 scales with a small volume fraction of
Cr2O3 in the later alloy. The formation of a continuous external
layer of Al2O3 resulted in better oxidation resistance in the Al20S HEA than the Al10 HEA. They concluded that long-term
oxidation behavior of these alloys depends on the Al and/or Cr
contents in the subsurface and the depth of elemental depletion
due to the oxide scale formation. Jiang et al.[226] investigated the
oxidation behavior of AlTiCrFeNiCo HEA at 850  C in the air.
They observed the oxidation kinetics follow parabolic rate law.
Butler and Weaver investigated the oxidation behavior of series
of arc-melted Alx(CrFeCoNi)100–x HEAs at 1050  C. They
observed the various degrees of parabolic oxide growth and
the formation of external Cr2O3 scale with an internal Al2O3
and AlN scales in all the HEAs. They concluded that the
increase in Al content enhances the oxidation resistance
by forming continuous internal Al2O3 oxidation layer. Kai
et al.[227] investigated the oxidation behavior of SiCrFeCoNi,
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CrMnFeCoNi, and AlCrFeCoNi HEAs in dry air at 700–900  C.
They observed all the three alloys follow parabolic rate law in
the studied temperature range, with the oxidation rates of
AlCrFeCoNi < SiCrFeCoNi < CrMnFeCoNi. The better oxidation resistance in AlCrFeCoNi HEA as compared to
SiCrFeCoNi and CrMnFeCoNi is attributed to the formation
of the Al2O3 oxide layer. Dabrowa et al.[228] investigated the
inﬂuence of Cu content on the high-temperature oxidation
behavior of AlCrFeCoNiCux HEAs at 1000  C for the duration
of 100–500 h. They observed a decrease in oxidation resistance
and adhesion of Al2O3 oxide layer with the increase in Cu
content.
Laplance et al.[229] investigated the oxidation behavior of
CrMnFeCoNi HEA in the temperature range of 500–900  C for
the time duration of 100 h in the laboratory air. They observed
the oxidation rate was linear at the initial duration and
became parabolic at longer times. The alloy exhibited a strong
temperature dependence of oxide scale formation: Mn2O3 at
600  C, Mn2O3 with Cr enrichment at 700 and 800  C, and
Mn3O4 at 900  C. Kai et al.[230] investigated the oxidation
behavior of CrMnFeCoNi at 950  C in the various oxygencontaining atmosphere with oxygen partial pressure ranging
from 10 to 105 Pa. The oxidation kinetics followed the parabolic
rate law, and the oxidation rate constants increased with
increasing oxygen partial pressure. They reported the formation
of triplex oxide layer consists of the Mn3O4-outer layer, Mn3O4,
(Mn, Cr)3O4 – intermediate layer, and Cr2O3 – inner layer.
Holcomb et al.[231] systematically investigated the oxidation
behavior of CrMnFeCoNi family at 650 and 750  C for 1100 h in
laboratory air. They observed the alloys with low Mn content, and
high Cr content exhibited better oxidation resistance. The
addition of Y is reported to increase the oxidation resistance by
improving the adhesion of oxide scales. The alloy without Cr
exhibited increased oxidation rates and scale spallation than Cr
containing alloys. They reported an excellent oxidation
resistance in CrFeCoNi, which is comparable to 304H alloys
at 650  C. Kai et al.[232] investigated the oxidation behavior of
FeCoNi, CrFeCoNi, and CrFeCoNiCu HEAs over the temperature range of 800–1000  C in dry air. They observed the
oxidation behavior follows the parabolic rate law and the
formation of triplex scales in all the HEAs. The oxidation
resistance in the decreasing order is reported to be CrFeCoNi
> CrFeCoNiCu > FeCoNi, and the better oxidation resistance in
CrFeCoNi HEA is attributed to the formation of Cr2O3.
Rao et al.[233] studied the oxidation behavior of AlxCr0.4MnFe0.4NiCu HEAs at 800  C for the duration of 5–40 h in air. They
reported a signiﬁcant enhancement in the oxidation resistance
with the increase in Al content due to the formation of
the protective Al2O3 layer. The oxidation behavior initially
obeyed the parabolic rate law followed by the linear rate for the
longer duration. Chen et al.[161] investigated the oxidation
behavior of AlxCrMnFe1.5Ni0.5 alloys and demonstrated good
oxidation resistance in alloy with higher Al content being better
than the lower Al content. They observed the formation of
Mn-rich oxide in the external layer and dense protective Cr and
Al-rich oxides layer. Chen et al.[234] investigated the oxidation
behavior of AL1.3CrFeNi HEA and observed the oxidation
kinetics follow parabolic rate law after 5 h. They observed the
oxide scale consist of Al2O3, Cr2O3, and FeCr2O4
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Senkov et al.[48] investigated the oxidation behavior of
TiCrZrNbMo0.5Ta0.5 refractory HEA at 1000  C for 1000 h in
air and demonstrated better oxidation resistance than commercial Nb alloys. They reported the formation of continuous oxide
scale consist of complex oxides, and the oxidation kinetics
followed a near-parabolic dependence. Liu et al.[214] developed
refractory HEAs with the addition of Cr, Al, and Si to improve the
oxidation resistance and demonstrated the enhancement in
oxidation resistance with the addition of Ti and Si, and removal
of V. They observed the formation of the Al2O3 layer at the
outermost oxide scales, and the oxidation kinetics followed linear
behavior in all refractory HEAs at 1300  C. Gorr et al.[213]
investigated the oxidation behavior of AlTiCrMoW HEA at
1000  C for 40 h in air atmosphere. They observed a thick
oxide scale consists of TiO2, Al2O3, Cr2O3, and WO3 with a
discontinuous layer of Cr2O3 at the interface. The oxidation rate
follows the parabolic rate law with high oxidation rate. They
suggested that the addition of Nb may facilitate the formation of
continuous Al2O3 layer and enhance the oxidation behavior,
which is based on the inﬂuence of Nb in conventional alloys such
as Ti–48Al–2Cr and TiAl alloys.

6.2. Thermal Stability of HEA Coatings
Due to the unique properties of HEAs, the application of HEAs
as a potential coating material for high-temperature applications
is quite exciting. Hsu et al.[235,236] investigated the NiCo0.6Fe0.2Cr1.5SiAlTi0.2 HEA coating processed by SPS and atmospheric plasma spray (APS) and compared the results with
MCrAlY. The HEA coatings processed by SPS exhibited a high
hot hardness of 230 HV at 1100  C while the hardness of
MCrAlY at 1100  C is 55 HV. The high hardness in HEAC is
attributed to the dispersion of harder Cr3Si phase as compared to
the dispersion of NiAl in MCrAlY. The HEA coating processed by
SPS exhibited 30% lower thermal conductivity than that of
MCrAlY at 1000  C and exhibited oxidation behavior similar to
that of MCrAlY at 1100  C. The HEA coating processed by APS
also showed oxidation resistance similar to MCrAlY coatings at
1100  C due to the formation of a dense thermally grown oxide
layer of Al2O3 and Cr2O3. They concluded that HEA coating
processed by SPS and APS have the potential to replace the
conventional MCrAlY as overlay coating for high-temperature
applications due to their higher hot hardness, good oxidation
resistance, low thermal conductivity, and low thermal expansion.
Huan et al.[49] demonstrated an enhancement in oxidation
resistance of Ti–6Al–4V alloy at 800  C in the air due to the laser
clad coating of AlSiTiVCr HEA. The enhancement in oxidation
resistance is attributed to the formation of dense and adherent
multi-oxide scale. Zhang et al.[51] demonstrated a remarkable
thermal stability of laser cladded CrFeCoNiCu HEA coating on
Q235 steel substrate up to 750  C. Cai et al.[237] investigated the
thermal stability of TiVCrCoNi HEA coatings by laser surface
alloying on Ti–6Al–4V substrate. They observed the coatings
remained stable even after annealing at 900  C for 8 h, and
attributed the oxidation resistance of HEA coating to the
formation of NiO and the alloying elements: Al, Cr, and Co.
Dolique et al.[238] reported the stability of AlCrFeCoNiCu HEA
thin ﬁlm up to 510  C using in-situ XRD. Cheng et al.[73,239]
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demonstrated a remarkable thermal stability of amorphous
structure in GexTiZrNbTa and BTiZrNbTa HEAs thin ﬁlm
after annealing in the temperature range of 700–800  C for 1 h
in a vacuum. They attributed the exceptional thermal stability
of amorphous structure to the combination of high entropy,
signiﬁcant atomic size differences, and enhanced sluggish
diffusion. Feng et al.[240] demonstrated a very good structural
stability in NC NbMoTaW refractory HEA thin ﬁlm up to 800  C
for 2 h. Tsai et al.[241–243] investigated the diffusion barrier
properties of AlSiTiVZrNbMoTa, (AlSiTiVZrNbMoTa)50N50,
SiTiZrNbTa HEAs ﬁlm by placing an HEA thin ﬁlm layer
between the Cu and Si. They demonstrated a superior diffusion
barrier capability in HEA ﬁlms which can prevent inter-diffusion
and reaction between Cu and Si up to 900  C. They attributed the
higher structural stability and higher chemical stability of HEA
ﬁlms to the low driving force of crystallization, severe lattice
strain, and slow diffusion kinetics.

7. Concluding Remarks
This article reviewed the advancement in the ﬁeld of HEAs
regarding its potential as high-temperature materials. It is
evident that the outstanding properties of HEAs make them a
potential candidate for high-temperature applications. The vast
majority of the articles are focused on producing single phase
HEAs, and very few studies attempted to produce HEAs with
more than one phase. In contrast, the current high-temperature
conventional materials such as Ni-base superalloys achieve their
superior properties mainly due to the presence of second phase.
There is a tremendous scope to explore HEAs with a two-phase
microstructure or composite microstructure or dispersion of
stable oxides to achieve enhanced high-temperature properties.
The present review article reveals that the HEAs are established
as a potential candidate for high-temperature application based
on the constant strain rate experiments at high temperature and
the assumption of diffusivity being sluggish. However, the
potential of HEAs as high-temperature material should be
mediated based on the creep behavior at elevated temperatures.
There are only a few studies on creep behavior,[103] and most of
them are studied by nanoindentation technique at room
temperature.[244–246] Moreover, the analysis of nanoindentation
data requires necessary caution due to relatively low strain
achieved in the nanoindentation studies.[103] The conventional
creep experiments should be investigated to ﬁnd out the
deformation resistance behavior which would reveal the real
potential of HEAs as high-temperature materials. The HEA ﬁeld
is still in its incipient stage and requires profound research
on the high-temperature deformation behavior of HEAs. It is
possible to design HEAs with superior high-temperature
properties over superalloys with the available advanced
experimental and modeling techniques.
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